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You are able to add a concussion evaluation through the ATS Quick Med Check.   

 

Notice when you first open the QMC, most of the boxes are grayed out.  Until you select at athlete from the 

search bar, or use the team search you are not able to add any records to an athlete.   

Search Athletes will show the 

list of all of the athletes that 

you have permission to see. 

Allows you to first filter by the 

team, and then choose the 

athlete you are working on. 

After you select the athlete the buttons will illuminate 

and you will be able to select them and enter information 
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After selecting concussion evaluation, 

choose your type of evaluation; full or 

quick. 

Entering a concussion evaluation in the QMC can be like adding an injury. Depending on your 

system settings, you may want to do a quick add first, and then do the concussion evaluation. If 

you have the default injury set up you can simply use the default to do your concussion         

evaluation. 

As in the ATS Desktop, use the 

tabs across the top of the screen 

to complete the modules that     

the ATS administrator has       

determined. You can use the + 

Def Concuss button, if configured 

to use that default injury.   
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Concussion Eval via Online QMC: 

After navigating to your online QMC, which is your database name the number 5, xxx5.atsusers.com.  Log in as 

you would to the desktop, or portal using your credentials. After doing so, you will see a screen similar to the one 

pictured. 

As stated on the screen 

select an athlete to see 

all of the function of the 

QMC. 

Choose the an athlete to 

work with from how ever 

you choose. Filter by 

teams, or just search by 

names.  

You can also use any of 

the other search options 

should you need. 

After selecting your athlete, you will see the full features of the QMC.  These features will work similar to the ATS Staff 

Portal. 

Use the available modules after saving the 

injury, and complete the evaluation. 


